Test drive Chrome hardware with your teachers in the classroom today with CDW Education’s Chrome for Teachers Pilot Offer

Start by selecting one of the following devices:

- **Acer Spin 714**
  - Intel i5-1235U
  - 256GB SSD
  - 16GB RAM
  - Garaged Pen

- **HP Elite Dragonfly**
  - Intel i5-1235U
  - 128GB SSD
  - 8GB RAM
  - Magnetized Pen

- **Asus Flip CX5400**
  - Intel i5-1130
  - 512GB SSD
  - 16GB RAM
  - Garaged Pen

The Chrome for Teachers Pilot kit includes the following:
- Five (5) Advanced Use Chromebooks
- Five (5) Google Chrome Education Upgrade licenses
- Five (5) Google HD 1080P Chromecasts (configured in Cast Moderator mode)
- Five (5) itopia CloudApps Classroom licenses - Access non-Chrome native applications streamed via browser

**Up to 40% off MSRP**

Contact your CDW Education Account Manager to learn more today!